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ADRENALIN CHARGED FURIOUS URBAN CONTEMPORARY DANCE 

Tour Ready:
I INFINITE - UK Tour 2018; Tel Aviv, Xintandi Festival, Shanghai 2018, Nottdance & British Council
Showcase 2011   

Past Work:  
Digitopia, UK Tour 2016; Hangzhou 2017, Xintandi Festival, Shanghai, Ruhr Festival , Recklinghausen
Refugees of the Lost Heart, UK Tour 2013
Hong Kong 2015.

Tom Dale Company creates world-class, contemporary performance. By combining dance,
electronic music and the digital arts, TDC produces work which is simultaneously bold, exciting
and constantly evolving.  We produce intimate and immersive work through to full-scale
spectacular performances, nationally and internationally, in found spaces, art galleries, theatres
and at music festivals.  Our award-winning participatory activities for young people deliver
exceptional transmedia programmes. We explore new ideas, aesthetics and techniques with an
outstanding team of dancers, digital and visual artists, electronic musicians, poets and
designers.

SURGE

As digital innovation accelerates humans share the planet with the new life force of technology.
The gap between life and Artificial Intelligence is shrinking. 

Pulsating bass lines charge the air. A solo dancer enters, her movement a mixture of nature’s
fluid forms and the angular automation of the technological world. She falls, twists, slides and is
still. Her potency fills the space. Torn between two opposing worlds, she wrestles to find her
place in humanity. 

SURGE is part of a mixed bill of new work, Step Sonic Part 1 & 2 and will premiere at Déda, Derby
on 17th & 18th October, with a UK tour to include The Place, London on 14th November. 
Choreographed by Tom Dale,  and performed by Jemima Brown the piece features an
immersive digital landscape created by digital media artist Barret Hodgson. . Step Sonic is
suitable for a mid scale venue and will be availalble to tour from autumn 2019.  
 
Credits:  Step Sonic is commissioned by Warwick Arts Centre. Tom Dale Company is grateful for
the support of the PRS for Music Foundation, Idlewild Trust, The Place and is Associate Artist at
Déda. Supported using public funding by the National Lottery through Arts Council England.


